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Random Variate Generation for
Monte Carlo Experiments

Lawrence Leemis 2. DISCUSSION
The University of Oklahoma, Norman

Bruce Schmeiser The term random variate denotes an observation of a
Purdue University, West Lafayette random variable generated by transforming statistically in-

dependent U(O, 1) observations for use in computer
simulation experiments. Kennedy & Gentle [4] discuss

Key Words-Competing risks, Hazard function, Simulation, Thin- U(0,1) generation techniques, and the difficulties en-
ning, Random numbers. countered when the statistical independence or uniformity

Reader Ailds- assumptions are not satisfied, although they are assumed
to be satisfied in this paper.Purpose: Tutorial

Special math needed for explanations: Elementary probability Often, random variates can be generated from a given
Special math needed for results: Same distribution by more than one method. The choice of
Results useful to: Reliability Analysts method should consider:

Abstract-We discuss methods for generating observations from computer round-off error
specified distributions, based on a taxonomy that emphasizes analogies
between methods based on the probability-density and cumulative- * algorithm set-up time
distribution functions and methods based on the hazard rate and * marginal time to generate each random variate
cumulative hazard functions. Four categories are identified: inversion . memory requirements
methods, linear combination methods, majorizing methods and special . number of lines of code
properties. Examples are given of each. * portability.

The methods can be used together, eg, one method can be
1. INTRODUCTION embedded within other methods.

Figure 1 shows the parallels between techniques using
o e t the pdf or Cdf and those using the hazard or Chf. Theremathematically intractable reliability model, a reliability are four methods for variate generation: inversion, linearanalyst often uses Monte Carlo simulation. This paper m i ap..*. ~combination, majorizing, and special properties. Specialdescribes algorithms based on the probablity density func- ............properties is a category that exploits probabilistic relation-tion and hazard rate for generating a continuous non--.. ............ ~ships among random variables, and hence iS not based onnegative random variable. In reliability, the random variable ps onrand varia no s

typically represents the lifetime of an element. Multivariate
and discrete versions of these algorithms can be formulated.

Our purpose is to present a taxonomy of random 2.1 Inversion Methods
variate generation algorithms that highlights the analogies
between those based on the probability density function The inverse-Cdf method generates a random variate tand those based on the hazard function. Computational
properthes and trade-offshazard tin Compuational corresponding to the fractile u of the distribution, where u

p U(O, 1). If the Cdf has a closed form inverse, as for thediscussed since detailed information can be found in Weibull distribution, then this method usually requiresBratley, Fox &c Schrage [1], Fishman [2], Law & Kelton [5],BratlSchmey, s &7.Scrae Fshan[2, aw&elon[5,only one line of computer code. If the Cdf does not have a
and Schmeiser [7]. closed form inverse, as for the s-normal, gamma, and beta

Notation distributions, the technique can still be used by numerically
integrating the pdf.

f(t) pdf Griffith [3] shows that a random variate can be
F(t) cumulative distribution function (Cdf) generated via the inverse-Chf using a unit exponential ran-
h(t) hazard rate dom variate as the argument. If E is an exponential ran-
H(t) cumulative hazard function (Chf) dom variable with mean 1, and u U(O, 1), then FE'(u) =
U(a, b) a random variable uniformly distributed on (a, b) - ln(1 - u) generates E. Therefore, if H'l is the inverse

implies "is distributed as" Chf for the random variable T, then H '(-ln(1 - u)) has
s- implies "statistical(ly)" the desired distribution.

Other, standard notation is given in "Information for The inverse-Cdf and inverse-Chf methods are
Readers & Authors" at rear of each issue. equivalent in the sense that two identical streams of U(O, 1)
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INVERSE-cdf INVERSE-chf
Preliminary Preliminary

Invert the cdf F(t). Invert the chf H(t).
Algorithm Algorithm

1. Generate U - U(O, 1) 1. Generate U - U(O, 1)
2. T-F-1(1 - U) 2. T-H I(-in(l -I))

F(t) H(t)

I _ _ W_ ~_ ~_

I-U -ln( - U)

t t
T T

COMPOSITION COMPETING RISKS

Preliminary Preliminary
Express the density as Express the hazard function as

n n n

f(t) = pji(t) where ppi = 1. h(t) = E hi(t)
i=l i=l i=l

Algorithm Algorithm
1. Choose density i with probability pi. 1. Generate T1, T2, ..., T, from h1 (t), h2(t),
2. Generate T from density i. hn(t)

f(t) 2. T - min(T1, T2, ..., Tn)

h(t) h2(t)
fl(t) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~hI(t)

t t

ACCEPTANCE/REJECTION
Preliminary

Find a majorizing function f*(t) such that f*(t)
2 f(t) for all t > 0. THINNING

_ f*(t)
Let g(t) - Preliminary'

f*(,r)dr Find a majorizing hazard function h *(t) such that
° hh*(t) . h(t)forallt>0.

(Note: g(t) is a density.)
AlgorithmAlgorithm 1T

1. Generate Tfrom g(t) 1. T-0
2. Generate Tfromg(0J(t)) 2. Generate Yfrom h*(y) given Y > T; T - T + Y2. Generate S U(0, f*(T)) 3. Generate S U(O, h*(T))
3. If S < f(T)accept generated T value else reject T .GIfeSat ( a gnaeT lu lerc

value andgoto1. ~~~~~~~4.If S < h(T) accept generated T value else reject
T value and go to 2.

t\ h(t) ,> Yt ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h *(t)
f(t) \ \

Fig. 1 Random Variate Generation Algorithms
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observations produce identical random variates by the two more closely to either pdf or hazard functions. Examples
methods. Inverse-Cdf and inverse-Chf methods require include expressing:
only one U(O, 1) value to generate a random variate t. This
property of these methods offers two advantages: order . lognormal random variables as the exponentials of
statistics are easily generated (eg, for k-out-of-n systems) s-normals
and variance reduction techniques based on correlation . Erlang random variables as sums of exponentials
can be employed. These advantages are discussed in . gamma random variables as the product of beta and
Schmeiser [8]. gamma random variables.

2.2 Linear Combination Methods 3. EXAMPLES

.. . ~~~~~~~~~Ineach of the six examples xe and ,Bare positiveComposition can be used when the pdf can be written ' a

as a convex combination of n other pdf's. The algorithm parameters. Diagrams corresponding to the examples are

given in figure 1 is for discrete mixtures. The general form given in figure 1. FORTRAN code is provided with each

fo.cmostin(cntnou.o isreemixtures) is: example; T represents the generated variate, RAND
(ISEED) is a function that returns a U(0, 1) variate, and

f(t) = X f(t 0)dP() ISEED is an integer value which is updated by the random
all a number generator.

where 0 represents the parameter(s) of the distribution and
P(6) is the Cdf for 0. In this case, generate a random Example 1 (Inverse-Cdf)
variate from Cdf P(O), then generate T from f(t 60).

Competing risks can apply when the hazard function
can be written as a sum of n hazard functions (called risks). F = I e

The lifetime T can be interpreted as failure due to the first (t) e
risk to cause failure (as in a series system). Hence T =
min{T1, T2, ..., Tn}, where T1, T2, ..., Tn are random SetF(t) = uand solve for u:
variables from the n hazard functions, has the appropriate 1/
distribution. Schmeiser [9] discusses generation of T when F'-(u) = - ln(I - u)
T1, T2, ..., T,, are not identically distributed.

Variates can be generated by one line of FORTRAN code:

2.3 Majorizing Methods T = (-ALOG(I .0RAND(ISEED))/ALPHA)**(1 .0/BETA)

The acceptance/rejection technique requires finding a
majorizing function f*(t) which bounds the pdff(t) from Example 2 (Inverse-Chf)
above. The majorizing function must integrate to a finite
value so that it can be scaled to be a pdf, g(t). Values are Let the hazard function be h(t) = Ft.
generated from g(t), then accepted or rejected so that the
accepted random variates will have pdff(t). The Chf is:

As suggested in Shanthikumar [10], Lewis & Shedler's 2
[6] thinning algorithm, which is used to generate H(t) = ft /2
nonhomogeneous Poisson processes, can be modified to
generate single random variates from a hazard function by Set H(t) = x and solve:
restarting the algorithm at zero for each variate. As in ac-
ceptance/rejection, a majorizing function h*(t) must be H'(x) =
found that bounds h(t) from above. Variates are generated
from h *(t), by one of the previous methods, then accepted Variates can be generated using a unit exponential
with probability h(t)/h *(t). Interestingly, when viewed in variate as an argument in the inverse Chf:
the pdf-Cdf domain, thinning is a form of composition.

T7= SQRT(-2.0*ALOG(1.0-RAND(ISEED))/BETA)

2.4 Special Properties Example 3 (Composition)

Special-properties, which uses relationships between In a manufacturing process, 3007o of the components
random variables to generate random variates, is related no have exponential lifetimes with a mean of 0.5, and 70%o of
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fhe components have Weibull lifetimes with 10 T = -ALOG(RAND(ISEED))
a = 3 and 3 = 4. If a component is selected at random, the S = RAND(ISEED)*3.0*EXP(-T)
mixture model: F = (T + T)*EXP(-T*T)

IF(S.GT.F) GO TO 10
f(t) = (0.3)(2) exp(-2t) + (0.7)(12)t3 exp(-3t4)

is appropriate. Use inversion to generate each individual
population lifetime. The code to generate variates is:

Example 6 (Thinning)

The hazard rate

E = -ALOG (1.0-RAND(ISEED)) h(t) = a/(1 + at)
IF (RAND(ISEED).LT.0.3) THEN

T = E/2.0TE=SE /2.0 is monotone decreasing from a, so it can be majorized by
ELSE (E/3.0)0.25h *(t) = a. Since the constant hazard rate corresponds to an

T = (E/3.0)**0.25 exponential distribution, variates are easily generated from
ENDIF h *(t) by the inverse-Cdf method. Thus the thinning

algorithm code is:

T =0
10 Y =-ALOG(1.0-RAND(ISEED))/ALPHA

Example4 (Competing Risks) T= T+ Y
S= ALPHA*RAND(ISEED)Let the hazard function be the sum: H = ALPHA/(1.0 + ALPHA*T)
IF (S.GT.H) GO TO 10

h(t) = ax + flu.
As suggested in Shanthikumar [10], this algorithm can be

Then the ax and f terms can be interpreted as two com- made more efficient by decreasing the hazard rate if T is
peting risks. The first risk, h1(t) = a corresponds to con- rejected as indicated in figure 2. The new code is:
stant rate failures. The second risk, h2(t) = St corresponds
to failures which are more likely as time passes (such as T = 0
wearout). The code to generate variates is: H = ALPHA

10 Y =-ALOG(1.0-RAND(ISEED))/HTi = -ALOG(1.0-RAND(ISEED))/ALPHA T = T + Y
12 = SQRT (-2.0*ALOG(1.0-RAND(ISEED))/BETA) S = H*RAND(ISEED)
T -=AMIN (T1, 72) H = ALPHA/(1.0 + ALPHA*T)

IF (S.GT.H) GO TO 10

Example 5 (Acceptance/Rejection)

The Weibull distribution with unity scale parameter
and a shape parameter of 2 has pdf: h(t)

f(t) = 2t exp( - t2)

that is majorized by:

f*(t) = 3 exp(-t) _ _ _ _

so that - t

g(t) 3eX -t
3e-t dt =

is a pdf. Variates can be generated by: Fig. 2. Thinning for a DFR distribution.
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Practical Papers
We, the Editors, want to publish practical papers just 5. Use of reliability data from the field instead of from

as badly as you, the readers, want to see them. They are special reliability tests. Comparison of field data with
hard to find. We established the Special Papers Board to reliability tests.
search out practical papers. We reject very few practical 6. Engineering comments on the worth of standards
papers, because we want to encourage their submittal. such as the international or US military standards on

When next you complain about how few practical reliability and maintainability.
papers appear in this, or any similar journal, ask yourself 7. Ideas, from experience, on the major obstacles to
this question: "When was the most recent time that I, or setting and achieving worthwhile reliability requirements
someone from this division of my company, submitted a in commercial, military, or other fields.
practical paper to this journal?" 8. Where to find information. For example, a list of

The main reason why you see so many theoretical trade and professional journals of value to reliability and
paper,and so few practical papers, is that university quality control practitioners.papers, 9 Information summaries. For example, annotated lists

professors get paid to write theoretical papers, and of computer programs for analyzing electronic circuitsengineers get paid to produce hardware rather than to or for generating fault trees; tell what the programs do, howwrite papers about it. Both do their jobs reasonably well. big a computer they need, and where they are available.
Examples of general areas which both you and we want 10. Papers without equations.

are as follows. 11. Actual reliability and maintainability field
1. Case histories. experience with several technologies for accomplishing the
2. Reliability techniques which engineers actually same thing; e.g., in the microwave field.

found to be useful on a job, and those which were not Rarely, if ever, will a mathematical or statistical paper
useful or were too expensive, qualify as a practical paper, regardless of how good it is.

3. How engineers and managers set realistic R&M If you have an idea for a practical paper you would like
requirements for a system or equipment. to write, let us know. The Editor and our Special Papers

4. The kinds of reliability testing which were actually Board will help you with it. Or give us the name of a
cost-effective, colleague who wants to write a practical paper. ***


